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The second phase of the Four Seasons Flowers Scenic Area project began its trial operation during the Games.
The project, which can be accessed through a two-and-half-hour drive by Wuying Expressway, takes people out of
the bustle and hustle of Wuhan into the serene Yingshan.

Sports among
hills and rivers

The 35 venues for the 7th CISM Military World Games impressed athletes with their
picturesque sceneries. These venues include the beach volleyball center along the Yangtze
River，the cycling venues on the East Lake Greenway，and shooting and archery venues
at the foot of the Jiuzhen Mountain，
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Flowers await in Yingshan

Comprehensive tourism
A previous hilly backwater,

Yingshan has developed a smooth
public transportation system with
shuttle buses going between its
scenic spots.

The place has maintained
excellent air quality throughout the
year and was awarded in 2018 the
title of "Natural Oxygen Zone of
China."

Yingshan has developed its
phone app "Hubei Yingshan" that

regularly provides updated
tourism information. The
county, in cooperation with
Ctrip and Qunar.com, also
provides tailored service for
tourists.

In recent years, Yingshan
has expanded tourism to cover
agriculture, culture, and sports
which helped alleviate poverty
and promote industrial
integration. It has established
various farms for tourist to pick

fruits and tea leaves.

Four Seasons Flowers
Scenic Area

The Four Seasons Flowers
Scenic Area of Yingshan is close
to the Bailian River, a national
wetland park, and the Yingshan
County seat. Standing on the top
of the Eagle Beak Rock of the
area, one is able to view 413
hectares of rolling hills and
colorful flowers.

The scenic spot consists of
various theme zones, which make
up a gorgeous landscape painting.

The 130-room Ramada Hotel
within Jiulongwan of the area
opened last October, providing
customers with services on par with
international standards. In addition,
the Hualetang Hot Springs within
the area will open this month,
enhancing visitors' joy of
appreciating natural beauty while
getting relaxed.


